[Computer-assisted planning in living donor liver operation].
The appropriate recipient/donor match is a prerequisite for successful living donor liver transplantation (LDLT). A precise knowledge of the liver anatomy and the functional liver volume plays a key role in allocating live liver donor candidates. With the new software HepaVision, we obtained information on liver mapping by means of virtual 3-dimensional non-invasive imaging reconstructions and were able to perform a virtual simulation of the liver transsection. Aim of our study was to investigate, whether this new computer technology is advantageous in surgery planning for LDLT. From January 2002 until December 2004 355 liver transplantations were performed in our department, of which 36 were LDLT. According to our evaluation protocol 135 potential donors (63 male, 72 female) between 18 to 59 years received preoperatively an all-in-one CT. The acquired data sets were further analysed with the software HepaVision (MeVis, Germany). Of the 135 evaluated donors, we excluded 99 (73 %) from donation based on the HepaVision-data. Reason for exclusion was an inadequate liver volume (70.8 %) or a risk related anatomical anomaly (2.2 %). In the remaining 36 cases a successful graft donation was possible. There were no postoperative complications in the donors and recipients, directly related to a misjudgment of the anatomy or miscalculation of the liver volume. The systematic use of HepaVision for surgery planning proved to be indispensable for proper donor selection. A virtual simulation of the liver transsection on 3D-model additionally increased the safety of the operation, consequently decreasing the risk for the donor.